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ON  LINE  VIEWING  ROOM  - JUNE   17   TO  JUNE  26, 2020 

ProjecteSD’s On Line Viewing Room presentation is a reflection on the gallery's program in 2019 
up to June 2020. We are putting together a constellation of works by artists Allen Ruppersberg, 
Ana Jotta, Guillaume Leblon, and Koenraad Dedobbeleer selected from their recent exhibitions 
at the gallery. These four artistic positions will be combined with works by other artists in our 
program such as Spanish artist Patricia Dauder, a selection of Jochen Lempert’s new 
photographs, paintings by Belgian artist Pieter Vermeersch and earlier works by Asier Mendizabal 
and Mexican artist Iñaki Bonillas. A very recent video work by Dora García, "Love with 
Obstacles", premiered last February at the Rose Art Museum in the US is also featured in our 
presentation. 

More Information, contact: Silvia Dauder at sd@projectesd.com. Tel. + 34 630 82 28  68 



ALLEN RUPPERSBERG. Planet Stories, 2019 
Collages
82,5 x 57,5 cm each. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 7,300 € + VAT (Each)

“Planet Stories” is a science fiction narrative about “What happened to contemporary art” written in the form of collages. Each collage can be sold singly and is unique. The 
work was presented in Ruppersberg’s last show at ProjecteSD (Fall 2019). Each collage has the same structure and consists of a central darker area with texts created with 
letters sourced from old anagram games and composed within a constellation of other pasted graphic elements that seem to be floating in space, juxtaposed to prints of 
the famous Disney cartoon Uncle Scrooge McDuck and the Donald Duck clan. The choice of this Disney comic strip is not by chance. Ruppersberg had already used it back 
in 1969 as part of a mail action and years later in 2010 for his installation work “Big Trouble”. In “Planet Stories”, Ruppersberg overlaps his messages on how contemporary 
art disappeared with various vignettes of the comic book where a story about a struggle over power, need for recognition, art and wealth between Uncle Scrooge and a 
likewise prosperous opponent is told. The interaction between the two layers, Ruppersberg’s own writing on top and the cartoon fiction below, allow two readings that 
feed each other. Inside this multilayered text, there is an ironic commentary on the art market and the vain self-preoccupation of the art world and how this may reduce 
the artistic objects to nothing more than mere consumer goods.



ALLEN RUPPERSBERG. Planet Stories, 2019 
Collages
82,5 x 57,5 cm each. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz
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ANA JOTTA. O poço, 2019 
Embroidered flannel with silk ribbon trim
176 x 214 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 20,000 € + VAT

Throughout the last four decades, Ana Jotta (Lisbon, Portugal, 1946) has been building a singular body of work that has granted her an increasingly international attention. 
Paradoxically, part of that singularity comes from her complete disregard for some of the most widespread “rules” of artistic practice. Ana Jotta has no intent on establishing 
a coherent, recognizable style, nor does her work circumscribe itself to one single medium. She has paid as much attention to painting as she has done to sculpture, she 
has delved into drawing and experimented with embroidery. However diverse and equally important, none of these activities has had so much attention from the artist as 
that which focuses on what we usually call the “found object”. “O poço” (The well), is a textile work where the artist draws by embroidery a few motifs on a hand-made 
found blanket.



ANA JOTTA. O poço, 2019. (Detail) 
Embroidered flannel with silk ribbon trim 
176 x 214 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



ANA JOTTA. O poço, 2019. (Detail) 
Embroidered flannel with silk ribbon trim 
176 x 214 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



ANA JOTTA. O poço, 2019. (Detail) 
Embroidered flannel with silk ribbon trim 
176 x 214 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



ASIER MENDIZABAL. Woodcut (Modest Imperative), 2013 
Xilography on paper
112 x 77 cm each. Ed 5/5. 19,000 € + VAT

In “Woodcut (Modest Imperative)”, Asier Mendizabal goes deeper in the work about the relations between artistic form and ideology, on this occasion through a reflection 
on the xylography technique. “Woodcut (Modest Imperative)” is a three part gravure which has its inception in an original Chinese woodcut from the Cultural Revolution 
period, which has been decomposed into its different color fields. A Chinese traditional picture both referring to its technique and to the scene depicted, becomes the root 
the artist takes for revealing the key concepts concerning representational control in Mao’s China. Despite being a two-dimensional work, the implicit presence of wood 
provides the work with a sculptural quality which links to the tradition of Basque sculpture and Estampa Popular group practices.



ASIER MENDIZABAL. Woodcut (Modest Imperative), 
2013 Xilography on paper
112 x 77 cm each. Ed 5/5.



ASIER MENDIZABAL. Woodcut (Modest Imperative), 2013. 
(Detail) Xilography on paper
112 x 77 cm each. Ed 5/5.



ASIER MENDIZABAL. Woodcut (Modest Imperative), 2013. 
(Detail) Xilography on paper
112 x 77 cm each. Ed 5/5.



ASIER MENDIZABAL. Woodcut (Modest Imperative), 2013. 
(Detail) Xilography on paper
112 x 77 cm each. Ed 5/5.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. There Is No Truth after the Fact Without Ornament, 
2020 
Powder-coated steel, rope
141 x 36 x 26 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 14,000 € + VAT

Dedobbeleer’s work stems from a cultural erudition whose references span archi-
tecture, art, and design, both Western and non. His sculptures are meant to provoke 
emotions by introducing a slight distortion into the habitual traits of a conventional 
form and the use of incongruous materials. In this new sculpture, he assembles and 
mixes elements of architectural industrial nature painted in soft colours that contrast 
with a the hand-made (art and craft) quality of long rope hanging on the metal struc-
ture.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. There Is No Truth after the Fact Without Ornament, 
2020. (Detail)
Powder-coated steel, rope
141 x 36 x 26 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. There Is No Truth after the Fact Without Ornament, 
2020. (Detail)
Powder-coated steel, rope
141 x 36 x 26 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. There Is No Truth after the Fact Without Ornament, 
2020. (Detail)
Powder-coated steel, rope
141 x 36 x 26 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. There Is No Truth after the Fact Without Ornament, 
2020. (Detail)
Powder-coated steel, rope
141 x 36 x 26 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. Something Other Than an Exercise in Efficiency, 2020 
Powder-coated steel, concrete, mirror, strap, wood
112 x 81 x 10 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 11,000 € + VAT

The humour Dedobbeleer employs throughout his work is not of the laugh-out-loud variety, nor of the ironically cynical form, but includes elements of burlesque and mate-
rial slapstick. It also demonstrates an affinity with the Surrealist techniques of collage, seen most clearly in his juxtaposition of seemingly contradictory forms and materials.

Text extracted from text by Zoë Gray, “Dedobbeleer Doubled” published in book “Kunststoff”, 2018.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. Something Other Than an Exercise in Efficiency, 2020 
Powder-coated steel, concrete, mirror, strap, wood
112 x 81 x 10 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. Something Other Than an Exercise in Efficiency, 2020.   
Powder-coated steel, concrete, mirror, strap, wood
112 x 81 x 10 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. Something Other Than an Exercise in Efficiency, 2020. 
(Detail)
Powder-coated steel, concrete, mirror, strap, wood
112 x 81 x 10 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



KOENRAAD DEDOBBELEER. Something Other Than an Exercise in Efficiency, 2020. 
(Detail)
Powder-coated steel, concrete, mirror, strap, wood
112 x 81 x 10 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016 
10 pigmented prints on 305 gr Hahnemühle Photo Rag paper
80,5 x 102 cm each. Ed. 5/5 + 2 AP. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.  30,000 € + VAT

“Secretos: Huellas 1” is a set of 10 pigmented prints, 80,5 x 102 cm each that registers the depressions and differential fading that the furniture of the Casa Barragán house 
in Mexico City has made on its shag carpets. A sort of recapitulation of the wandering through the house, and a chromatic record of its rooms, in a sort of hieroglyphical 
emblems that remind of Albers-esque geometric abstraction studies (Barragán knew and admired the work of Josef Albers. They both shared a few artistic affinities). Very 
interesting the comparison that Tom McDonough* makes of this work with Tacita Dean’s film and associated photogravures Darmstädter Werkblock (2007), which record 
the irregularities and patching of the jute walls upon which Joseph Beuys installed his works for the “Block Beuys” room in the Hessisches Landesmuseum, “Secretos: Hue-
llas 1” by Dean just before their controversial dismantling and replacement.



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



IÑAKI BONILLAS. Secretos: Huellas 1, 2016. (Detail) 



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Bills, 2020 
Set of 12 photographs, silver gelatin prints
29,5 x 23,5 cm each. Ed 1/5 . 20,000 € + VAT

The set of 12 photographs “Bills” depicts the head movements of a pair of seabirds (Northern Gannets). It is not uncommon for Lempert to choose to grasp, through several 
images, the body language of animals. Here, the two birds’ movements exist as fragments of a lover’s dialogue. This work is currently presented in the solo exhibition Jardin 
d’Hiver at the Centre d’art contemporain d’Ivry - le Crédac, curated by Claire Le Restif and on view until June 27th.



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Bills, 2020. (Detail)  
Set of 12 photographs, silver gelatin prints 
29,5 x 23,5 cm each. Ed 1/5 .



JOCHEN LEMPERT. From Physiologus (Horse), 1995 - 2017. Silver gelatin print, 97,7 x 65 cm. Ed. 5/5. 15,000 € + VAT

This is an early work by Lempert of which there is still an edition available. The compelling simplicity and strenght of the image speaks for itself. 
Exhibition view: Predicted Autumn, Musée d’art contemporain de la Haute-Vienne, Château de Rochechouart, 2018. Photo: Aurélien Mole



JOCHEN LEMPERT. From Physiologus (Horse), 1995 - 2017 
Silver gelatin print
97,7 x 65 cm. Ed. 5/5.



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Untitled (Ivy and Bee) - Untitled (Sleeping Flower), 2018-2019 
Silver gelatin prints

Analogue, black and white, hand-printed in the darkroom, Jochen Lempert’s photographs resist categorization and confront the canons of today’s aesthetic. In his presen-
tations, Lempert uses groupings and scale to respond to the exhibition space. He places and selects the photographs thoughtfully, always looking for cross-references and 
associations, uncovering subtle correspondences. What we present here is a composition of two works that can be offered as a set or as separate works.



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Untitled (Ivy and Bee), 2019 
Set of 2 photograhs, silver gelatin prints
39 x 29 cm  each. Ed. 1/5. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 5,400 € + VAT



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Untitled (Sleeping Flower), 
2018 Silver gelatin print
30,5 x 23,3  cm. Ed. 3/5. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 2,400 € + VAT



JOCHEN LEMPERT. Glühwürmchen (Bewegnung auf 35 mm film), 2010 
4 photographs, Silver gelatin print/s
39 x 58 cm each. Ed. 5/5. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 18,000 € + VAT

Lempert does not always use a camera to make his pictures; the darkroom itself can be a tool to make new work. “Glowworm (movements on 35-mm film)”, for example, 
was made in a darkened bathroom. He placed a strip of unexposed film on the counter and set the glowworm on it; the insect’s own bioluminescence exposed the film. 
The line you see, which appears to be an entirely abstract composition, is a direct trace of the worm’s path across four frames of film.



DORA GARCÍA. Love with Obstacles, 2020 
Digital video, color, 16:9. Length: 57 min. To watchthe full film, please contact ProjecteSD to have a private viewing password on vimeo
Audio: Spanish, Russian & English. Subtitles in English. Ed.1/6 + 1 AP. 15,000 € + VAT 

“Love with Obstacles” focuses on the extraordinary author, Marxist feminist, October revolutionary, political exile and diplomat, Alexandra Kollontai (St. 
Petersburg,1872– Moscow, 1952). The film dives into the conservation of her legacy in Moscow archives, what has been told and untold, and her vision of the future of a 
socialist feminist revolution. “Love with Obstacles” is the first part of the feature film “Amor Rojo” (to be completed in 2021) which will draw a fuller portrait of a figure 
that is able to bridge a century of feminisms, from first wave to fourth and fifth, across a couple of oceans, from Russia to Mexico and the Pacific. Through her legacy 
and its place in the history of ideas, the film seeks to draw a genealogy to today’s renewed surge of feminism. This work premiered last February at the Rose Art Museum 
in the US and it is still there on view.



DORA GARCÍA. Love with Obstacles, 2020 
Digital video, color, 16:9. Length: 57 min. 
Audio: Spanish, Russian & English. Ed.1/6 + 1 AP.



DORA GARCÍA. Love with Obstacles, 2020 
Digital video, color, 16:9. Length: 57 min. 
Audio: Spanish, Russian & English. Ed.1/6 + 1 AP.



PATRICIA DAUDER. Mountain, 2020 
Watercoloured graphite on paper
106 x 174 cm. Unique.  13,000 € + VAT

The will to see beyond the immediate surrounding visible world conducts Patricia Dauder’s work. She attempts to capture what is extremely difficult to retain: time, a 
fleeting moment, an ephemeral trajectory, something with no form, a remote place. Her work is essentially visual and procedural, a common feature to all the media she 
uses, whether they are three-dimensional objects, drawings, films, or collected images. The drawing “Untitled” is part of a new body of work, “Index”, which will become 
a large mural composition consiting of many works on paper of different nature. The project is the result of Dauder’s research and residency in the Azores islands and it 
takes as a starting point the consequences of a volcanic eruption in Faial in 1957 that changed the landscape and the life of its inhabitants. The will to represent a transi-
tional state, the changes in matter and the notion of the trace as a manifestation of this transiency are key elements in Dauder’s worlk as well as the observation of the 
complex relationship between man and nature.



PATRICIA DAUDER. Mountain, 2020. 
(Detail) Watercoloured graphite on paper
106 x 174 cm. Unique.



PIETER VERMEERSCH. Untitled, 2017 
2 parts . Acrylic on stone
60 x 170 cm; 120 x 137 cm. Overall dimensions: 120 x 270 cm. Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. 26,400 € + VAT

With this work Vermeersch attempts to transcend the “painting” sphere to enter, in some way, the territory of sculpture. Two dimensions evolving to become three and 
three melting back into two. The work combines two found natural stone slabs with a gradation painting on the top of one of the two parts. The work is meant to be insta-
lled on the floor leaning to a wall. It can also be offered with a wall gradation painting in the same chromatic quality of the painting on the stone.



PIETER VERMEERSCH. Untitled, 2017. (Detail)
2 parts . Acrylic on stone
60 x 170 cm; 120 x 137 cm. Overall dimensions: 120 x 270 cm. 
Unique. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



PIETER VERMEERSCH. Untitled, 2019. 
(Each) Oil on canvas
90 x 70 cm each. Unique. 16,000 € + VAT (Each)

The two paintings by Vermeersch show a soft blue to grey gradation, a two-dimensional pictorial space that is interrupted by a subtle scratching of the surface that hopes 
to reveal what lies behind, beyond the picture. A personal way of reading the image that translates perhaps in an ongoing, unfinished work process. Vermeersch’s pain-
tings are, therefore, all but abstract, being closer to a realism that is simultaneously distant and absorbing. The two works are shown together for this presentation but 
they are single works and are priced singly.



Untitled, 2019 (PV/P 120)       Untitled, 2019 (PV/P 121)



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 
Set of 6 sculptures (Ed. 1/2 + 1 AP) and one drawing (unique). Sculptures: aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint. Drawing: Oil pastel on paper, 67,5 x 52,5 x 3,5 cm
Variable dimensions. Photo: Roberto Ruiz. Price full installation: 58,000 € + VAT 

“America” consists of an installation of sculptures and works on paper. The title comes from the celebrated work by Allen Ginsberg, a poem written in 1956 and one 
signifi-cant literary statement of political unrest in the post-World War II United States. Leblon has been living in New York since 2015, so it is not by coincidence that his 
experience there has influenced the choice of this title.

A landscape is subtly depicted in the gallery space through an ensemble of six sculptural objects that have been crafted after real found broken umbrellas abandoned in the 
city streets in the aftermath of a storm. The installation delineates a kind of staged arrangement of everyday objects that certainly triggers a sense of desolation, abandon-
ment. A colorful fictional cityscape of twisted objects, a suspended picture of a fragment of today’s life.

For Guillaume Leblon art is neither a representation of the world nor of one’s knowledge, but rather an extension of the real in all its possibilities. As Luca Cerizza puts it, 
Leblon’s work does not come across as direct images, like head-on visions. Rather, it is a subtle interplay of hidden and revealed things (...). Much is intentionally hidden in 
“America”. We walk around the unsettling display of lost disrupted umbrellas and we cannot help being intrigued by a possible preceding story, a certain unresolvable na-
rrative woven together with a strong feeling of incompleteness. Behind this harsh constellation of objects laying on the ground, there is, certainly, an image of a casualty, a 
sense of loss. Therefore, the connection with Ginsberg’s poem is not so fortuitous and it does not limit to the title. Leblon’s “America” is not an explicit political statement, 
but a metaphor of our times, in a moment where society, like in Ginsberg’s years, seems to be agitated, lost or confused. A wailing cry expressed through the traces left 
behind on a stormy day.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.
Precipitation (deep blue). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint 88 cm diameter, 60 cm height. Ed. 1/3. Price as single sculpture: 15,000 € + VAT



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail).
Precipitation (yellow and white). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint 
96 x 28 x 25 cm. Ed. 1/3. Price as single sculpture: 13,000 € + VAT
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 
Set of 6 sculptures and one drawing, mixed media. 
Variable dimensions. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Precipitation (green and white). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint, 6 x 108 x 164 cm. Ed. 1/3. Price as single sculpture: 13,000 € + VAT. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 
Precipitation (blue and white). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint, 36 x 163 x 78 cm. Ed. 1/3. Price as single sculpture: 13,000 € + VAT. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 
Precipitation (black). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint, 63 x 53 x 87 cm. Ed. 1/3. 
Price as single sculpture: 13,000 € + VAT. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Precipitation (yellow and gold), 2019. Oil pastel on paper, 67,5 x 52,5 x 3,5 cm. 
Unique. Price single drawing: 6.000 € + VAT. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Precipitation (blue). Aluminium die-cast and acrylic paint,81 x 82 x 72 cm. Ed. 1/3. 
Price as single sculpture: 13,000 € + VAT. Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.



GUILLAUME LEBLON. America, 2019 (detail)
Photo: Roberto Ruiz.
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